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About This Game

Set around a city being consumed from within by a disease, Plague Road tells a story of a lone doctor who once abandoned their
home and now returns to learn the fate of those they left behind. Travel from the safe refuge of your farm through a series of

regions progressively more affected by the infernal plague.

On the road, rescue survivors and choose whether to use them as traveling companions or to improve the Doctor's farm and gain
access to new abilities. How your farm progresses depends upon where you assign survivors to work.

Some survivor types are more valuable in certain jobs, but may be more useful still if kept available for expeditions. Surviving
the road will rely on your ability to fight horrors created by the plague, in combat encounters featuring grid-based positioning

and turn-based strategy mechanics.

Traverse four regions with procedurally generated stages, featuring richly illustrated 2D art, music from award-winning
composer Sean Beeson and narration performed by Jim Sterling.
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Title: Plague Road
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Arcade Distillery
Publisher:
Arcade Distillery
Release Date: 23 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 550 Ti or AMD Radeon 7750

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: OpenAL Compatible

English
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I'm obviously an outlier regarding Rusty Lake: Roots. It has overwhelmingly positive reviews, and well... I honestly didn't like it
that much. For starters, there are a few things I did find decent. Namely the presentation and tone. I liked the creepy,
weird♥♥♥♥♥♥going on in some of the puzzles. The UI is simple and easy to use.

Now for the less good stuff: the game. I've played a lot of point and click adventure games. Some being the most enjoyable and
memorable experiences with gaming. I've also played a number of them which I found frustrating, obtuse and finicky. Rusty
Lake: Roots is unfortunately one of those games. It's not consistently off-putting but when it is, it really is.

Probably the most off-putting part is that most of the puzzles operate on an "escape room" kind of basis. You click around
trying to find whatever is available as a clue or an object and get started from there. Sometimes it's obvious where to start and
sometimes you're like "okay, I'll just try this". Good puzzle games have a sense of flow to them. A vague but purposeful
direction. Rusty Lake: Roots really felt lacking in that department for me.

There were clever puzzles, sure. Some puzzles I was like "yep, awesome... solved that. Solved that. We're going good". Others I
was like "what the ♥♥♥♥ am I missing here?". Oh I'm meant to drag this. That's it. I just had to drag something. Another
puzzle I knew how to solve but I wasn't doing it in the order that the game wanted me to start in. It was kind of a jigsaw puzzle
sort of thing. I had to start from the one "bottom" piece of the statue.

These relatively minor things really impact the flow and direction of a puzzle game for me. It makes me feel like I'm wrong and
stupid but not because the game is challenging. Not because a really good puzzle has me stumped and the clues finally click and
I'm like "Oooohhh". But because the interactions are awkward.

Plenty of people obviously like Rusty Lake games so hey, your mileage may vary. If you're put off by point and click adventure
games like what I'm describing, I can recommend Fran Bow which has a very similar atmosphere and doesn't feel anywhere
near as awkward and frustrating as Rusty Lake.. WORST EXPANSION IMO!

It add some dumb dark and bright fate options. It makes game annoying as ******!

I have it with season pass so I cannot refind it because I would no doubt about this!!!

If this expansion would not have this idiotic fate mechanics I would play it. Instead it is removed from my Talisman!.  Dad
Goku is  Stronk EVERYTHING.

  Also,  I LOVE Bardock's Theme btw . This badly cropped asset-rip game is terrible in all ways.

- repetitive 1 track of music
- anime heads' white outlines from bad cropping is visible
- the puzzles are predetermined, this is nothing more than a reaction test.
- Bottles spawn in the same few places constantly in collect mode and has no clear win condition.

. Real nice little puzzle game. Real cheap for 5+ hours of enjoyment.. This is one of the best game that I ever played in
VR!. To those who say this should be free, no it shouldn't. 99c is the right price. Remember, it's a school project - in
order for the students to get a full grasp of the process from start to finish, it's very important that a price tag is added
as the final part of the project. It shows the students that they're capable of developing a project AND put it up for
sale. Think a little.. Her name makes me laugh whenever I read it. 10\/10. My eyes turn to mush before 1000 points
every tym

would buy again. The art and concept is great but the rest is not.
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Art wins for me but not a very good game. Stick to Mortal Kombat if you dont like Robots.
This game needs a lot of work. I needed controller companion just to get my xbox controller to work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KOeu0bKnv64&t=472s
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I'm not sorry I bought Ludo. har har. I love this game. If you wanna buy a game with 4 dollars, I recommend you this game.
Good controls, great story, good difficulty, excellent game!. this software is very easy to use and only minor issues have been
seen,
those of witch were not the softwares fault.

-the good
*allows for direct recording to MPEG
*can record sound as a seporate factor
*runs quietly in the background - apparently about 5fps drop

-the bad
*video files can easily be currupted, they do not save if the game freezes
*no identifycation of recording begining when the record key is pushed
~ so could go a while being unaware of recording status, not even a unique sound for begining

overall this software is great, however at £36, it is steap, id place it at £30 MAXIMUM,
unless ofcourse you really want recording sofftware

~any questions feel free to ask :). I could write a long review but all you need to know is that this is a great game and the devs
are awesome.. First of all. The Charity and their mission behind this game is very heartfelt. Secondly. The Puzzles and story in
this game are done very well. There is a little bit of a wonky camera follow issue on some areas but its not enough to take away
from the experience. The story surrounding the game is a very interesting and heartfelt way to adress a serious issue such as
cancer in a game setting. It was a very fun and fast game to play. The wholesome and empowering feeling you get when you
play this quick 3-4 hour game is designed into the game play. The music is great! the graphics are decent. all in all I really
enjoyed this game!
9\/10. pretty bad game waste of money do not buy!. Very limited gameplay. Very easy and repetitive. It's too bad because the art
is interesting. But overall, sub-par with any other game of its genre. In addition, my game controller (Logitech F320) doesn't
work with it, so I have o play with my keyboard.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665we can. Bad, tried to play it, every time u get
killed it gets disonnected and send u to the beginning, just annoying. Awesomeeh :3
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